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Objectives

Monitoring system - SAMOS

1. observation of spatial and temporal changes of the
saltwater/freshwater interface for groundwater quality
assessment
2. improvement in preinvestigation and monitoring analysis
of SAMOS (Saltwater Monitroing System)
3. suitable and stable inversion scheme
. separating resistivity disturbances due to installation
. enhanced model reliability for larger distances to
SAMOS
4. contribution of geophysical data to structure and
parameter models (e.g. Schneider et al. 2018)

• vertical electrode chain installed in a backfilled borehole
• ring electrodes and temperature sensors
• ”4-Point light 10W” device + power supply (recharged by solar
panel)
• running: 2 systems on Borkum (CLIWAT1, CLIWAT2) and
1 at Abickhafe (goCAM1)
. 80 electrodes with 0.25 m electrode spacing (20 m length)
• installed: 1 system on Spiekeroog (goCAM2)
. with 0.3 m electrode spacing (24 m length)

Location

Modelling/Mesh
• top: maps with resistivity distribution in
10 m depth derived from airborne EM
(Siemon et al. 2019)
. saltwater appears with resistivities below
approx. 3 Ωm (red)
• bottom: detailed resistivity distribution of
the test-sites on Borkum (left) and
Abickhafe (right)
. CLIWAT1/2: observation of freshwater
lens
. goCAM1: chloride monitoring next to
SAMOS → ≥ 250 mg/l in 50 m depth

• cylindersymmetrical mesh due to
fullspace conditions
. cell marker vary along z-direction,
but kept constant horizontally
. vertical cylindrical slices allow for
lateral resistivity variations
• exact geometry considered:
. electrode chain as void
. CEM to model ring electrodes
(Rücker & Günther 2011)

Time-lapse result - goCAM1
Baseline (left):

data

model

• pseudosections of Wenner-α and dipole-dipole (left
side) show ray patterns caused by the clay layer
• model (right) shows resistivity variations in the
vicinity of SAMOS along z
• freshwater/saltwater transition zone (46 m - 54 m
depth) better imaged in inversion model compared to
raw data

Time-lapse (right):
• resistivity models (top row) show only little variation
in time
• bottom row: relative difference to previous time-step
• sub-figure (h): resistivities along a vertical line in 1 m
distance for all shown time-steps
• only small resistivity changes between time-steps
• largest resistivity differences appear towards first
time-step

Conclusion

Time-lapse result - CLIWAT2
• lithologic log shows three silt/clay layer
• geologic information + resistivity models:
. freshwater above 48.5 m depth
. brackish water (increased salinity) between
49.7 - 52.4 m and 53.8 - 56 m depth
. resistivity decreases in lower silt layer (56 62.3 m depth), which indicates increasing
salinity if homogeneous layer is assumed
. below 62.3 m depth saltwater
• difference plots (sub-figure i-n):
. resistivity variations of approx. 20%
between last 4 time-steps
. little/no changes expected for silt layer
→ lack of resolution for upper two layers
→ inaccuracies for lower silt layer (e.g.
temperature variations on instrument)
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• benefits by inversion if raw-data disturbed by artefacts
• add. constraints needed for more complicated geology
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